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Workshop 
Agenda 

• Introduction

• ACT Mission

• College and Career Readiness Challenges

• ACT College and Career Readiness 
Standards and Benchmarks 

• PreACT 8/9 and PreACT Snapshot 

• Sample Implementation Plan

• ACT Academy  

• Questions
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Watching 
them Grow
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ACT Product Portfolio
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College and Career Readiness (CCR) Challenge Questions

• What do we expect CCR students to know and be able to do?

• How do my educators ensure that students are on target to meet CCR requirements?

• What data would be the most useful to my educators and me in measuring readiness?

• What do we do if we see that students are not on target? 

• How do we ensure that our curriculum, instruction and assessment practices are in line 
with what is expected of CCR students?

• How can I provide opportunities for my students to experience high stakes assessments 
in a low stakes environment? 

• How do I engage ALL stakeholders in a College and Career Readiness culture? 



Standards and 
Benchmarks

Standards = skills and knowledge 

Benchmarks = level of skills and 
knowledge for college success
Benchmarks

Subject ACT Score First Year College Course

English 18 English Composition

Math 22 College Algebra

Reading 22 Social Sciences

Science 23 Biology

ELA 20 English Composition and Social Sciences

STEM 26 Calculus, Chemistry, Biology, Physics, and Engineering



The PreACT Challenge

Students unfamiliar with the test experience

Students unable to predict future success on the ACT

Students who need actionable ways of 

improvement to prepare for the ACT

Helping students become comfortable with 

college readiness testing.



• Flexible administration 

• Provides an early practice opportunity

• PreACT predicts ACT subject score ranges

• Fast reporting results provide 
actionable ways to improve in 
preparation for the ACT

• Students keep test booklets for additional 
review

The 
Solution
PreACT 8/9 

and the 

PreACT
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PreACT 8/9 and PreACT Overview

The PreACT™ offers students the 

opportunity to practice for the 

ACT® test with a shortened 

version of the test.

A multiple-choice assessment that predicts future success on the ACT
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A Practice ACT Test Experience

Simulates the ACT experience with a 

shorter test time

Includes ACT test subjects: 

Math, English, Reading, Science

Mirrors the ACT score report and 

provides actionable ways to improve
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A Practice ACT Test Experience

Insights help guide students’

decisions for education and career

Great conversation starter for 

educators, parents, and students
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Reporting Features

PreACT 8/9 and PreACT student reports include the following data:

• PreACT composite, subject and reporting category scores

• Predicted ACT subject score ranges

• STEM score, reflecting preparedness for STEM areas of study

• US Rank (National Norm) reflecting student’s performance in relation to recent 

testers at the same grade level

• Item Response for students, with correct answer and suggestions for improvement

• Student’s college and career planning results, including measured career interests 

and an Interest-Career Fit metric



Why PreACT 8/9
?

A grade 8/9 test aligned to the PreACT and ACT tests

• Monitors progress toward college and career readiness

• Provides Subject and Composite scores aligned to the ACT 1-

36 score scale

• Predicts performance on the PreACT and the ACT

• Provides an Indicator of Progress toward Career Readiness

• Provides supports for college and career exploration



Why choose the PreACT 8/9 or the PreACT? 

Item Analysis & 

Ideas for Progress
Flexible Testing 

Window
Quick Reporting 

Turn-Around

Predicted ACT 

Composite and 

Subject Score Ranges

Non-cognitive 

Career Interest 

Measures

Science Test 

Included
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Implementation Plan
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Strategic Assessment Plan

1.  Assessment Awareness

2.  Dissemination/Access to Results

3.  Use of Results

student school
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Uses of ACT’s Longitudinal Assessment System



Pipeline to 
College 
Readiness

To help high school students prepare 
for the ACT test
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PreACT
Reports

1.  Research Data File: Complete PreACT data for every examinee in your school

2.  Student List Report: List of all examinees with their scores, educational 
plans, career plans, and estimated ACT Composite score ranges 

3.  Student Score Labels: Adhesive labels displaying a student’s PreACT 
scores; should be affixed to permanent records



4.  Student Report: Shows PreACT scores, needs, plans 

and background information 

5.  Educator Report: Summarizes aggregate 

performance of your PreACT examinees, including distribution of scores

6.  Early Intervention Roster: Identifies 

students who requested or qualify for academic help

7.  Item Response Summary: Describes item-

by-item performance of your PreACT examinees as a group

PreACT
Reports



PreACT
Reports
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Example: PreACT Early 
Intervention Roster
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Early 
Identification 
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Coursework  
Intervention 
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Coursework  
Intervention 
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Coursework  Intervention 

Need for  
Assistance 



Other reports and 
features
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A Practice ACT® Test Experience

PreACT 
Student 
Report

See how close your 

students are to 

achieving the College 

Readiness Benchmarks.

Key:
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Predicted ACT Scores
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A Practice ACT® Test Experience

PreACT
Your Detailed PreACT 

Results represent 

performance of 

reporting categories.
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A Practice ACT® Test Experience

PreACT
Deep dive into the item 

responses by subject 

to understand areas of 

success and areas for 

opportunities for all 

students.
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A Practice ACT® Test Experience

PreACT
Use this information to 

start conversations with 

students about future 

careers and interests.
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Interest-Career Fit & Next Steps
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Support and 
Accommodations
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Accessibility

Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, PreACT tests must be 
offered in locations accessible to persons with disabilities, or 
alternative arrangements must be made for such examinees. 

Materials Available from ACT:

• Regular (10-pt) and large-type (18 pt) test booklet

• Braille Booklet

• Audio USB Drive

• Reader’s Script

• Answer Folders

• Large-Type Worksheet

Provided by ACT
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ACT Academy
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Academy’s 
new 
audiences

Beyond ACT Prep for students independently:
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• ACT Prep for teachers 

to help students

• Tutors/counselors

• K-12 teachers 

implementing blended 

learning in any subject

• K-12 students

• Parents

• Principals (includes 

school analytics)

• Homeschoolers
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Resources are selected based on proven efficacy

Efficacy of the resources has been calculated across a variety of different questions, most of 

which are non-ACT specific.

This means the videos help students grasp the concept and DO NOT TEACH TO THE ACT TEST!
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Prep Based 
on Test 
Results

Page XX
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ACT Academy - Now
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Self guided or suggested practice



Food for Thought…

How will we inform ALL stakeholders about the PreACT? 

Why are students being tested?

When will students be tested?

How will scores be shared with educators, students, parents and advocates?

Can we hold training sessions for educators, students, parents and advocates on how to use ACT Academy? 

How will we use the PreACT as a way to create a College and Career Ready climate in our school?

Can we use student non-cognitive answers to bring in speakers or programs?

Can we create a celebration of achievement and growth based on PreACT? 

How might my educators utilize PreACT data to…?

Audit current curriculum and instruction

Determine skill gaps and plan for intervention

Differentiate instruction for ALL students



Questions?

Thank you!

All recipients of ACT data and student information are reminded that they are responsible for protecting the confidentiality of that information in accordance with 

applicable laws and institutional policies. Score recipients assume responsibility for protecting the confidentiality of ACT data reported to them. 


